ABSTRACT Snowflakes attached to the camera lens can severely affect the visibility of the background scene and compromise the image quality. In this paper, we solve this problem by visually removing snowflakes to convert the snowy image into a clean one. The problem is troublesome; the information about the background of the occluded regions is completely lost for the most part. For removing snowflakes from a single image, we proposed a composition generative adversarial network. Different from the previous generative adversarial networks, our generator network comprises clean background module and a snow mask estimate module. The clean background module aims to generate a clear image from an input snowy image, and snow mask estimate module is used to produce the snow mask in an input image. During the training step, we put forward a composition loss between the input snowy image and composition of the generated clean image and estimated snow mask. We use a dataset named Snow100K 2 including indoor and outdoor scenes to train and test the proposed method. The extensive experiments on both synthetic and realworld images show that our network has a good effect and it is superior to the other state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the progress in artificial intelligence, high-tech applications for various outdoor scenarios continue to emerge, such as automated driving systems and traffic monitoring. In most cases, the input images fed into these applications handling image-related tasks need to be sharp and clean so that the correct information can be extracted and processed. In practice, however, interferences are difficult to avoid, and they lead to degradation of the acquired images, poor visual effect, and less useful information in the images. Such images do not lead to satisfactory results after processing. Among various weather interferences, fog, rain, and snow are the most common. The study of image enhancement is therefore valuable for applications used for outdoor scene images.
Existing research on image enhancement mainly falls into two types: model based and machine learning based. The first type mainly uses traditional models to characterize texture and background image separately and transforms the entire The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yuming Fang.
process into an iterative procedure through an appropriate optimization algorithm to obtain solutions. The latter type constructs a network architecture for image enhancement.
Kang et al. [1] proposed the use of a bilateral filter to decompose an image into high-and low-frequency components. The low-frequency component essentially retains most information concerning the background image, while the high-frequency component mainly contains the texture information and rain streaks. The histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) feature descriptors are applied on the highfrequency component. Dictionary-learning-based sparse coding is then used to extract the texture information of the background image from the high-frequency component, which, together with the low-frequency component, provides a final estimation of the background image. The idea behind this method, though intriguing, yields ambiguous results. Chen and Hsu [2] suggested the separation of rain streaks and background image from a rain image via discriminative sparse coding. Experiments demonstrated that clear estimated background images were obtained, but the rain streak removal effect was less than satisfactory. As research advances and the understanding of actual rainy images deepens, researchers have found the formation of fog in different degrees along with the rain; this also affects the visual effect of the estimated background image. Based on patch-based learning, Li et al. [3] used Gaussian mixture models to characterize the priors of background and rain layers. The validity of this method in actual rain removal was proven in their study concerning the joint use of the defogging algorithm. By far, this method produces the best result among all the models described, but some missing details from the estimated background image leads to image blurring.
Compared to the application of models in image enhancement, the research on deep learning architecture for image enhancement has just emerged in recent years. Fu et al. [4] proposed a network architecture called DerainNet based on a deep convolutional neural network. In addition, considering the effect of fog caused by the rain, they suggested the performance of defogging after rain removal. In addition, Fu et al. simplified the learning mode of deep residual networks and proposed a deep detailed network to tackle deraining. The processing capacity of this network architecture was validated by use in denoising and other processes. Yang et al. [5] suggested the detection of rain streak locations in rain images and varied the degrees of removal according to different intensities of the rain streaks. A multi-task deep network is, in this case, designed to carry out the detection and removal iteratively. They [6] also took into account the impact of fog on visual perception and attempted to employ a joint deraining-defogging-deraining methodology to eliminate rain and fog. Experiments indicated that their method is particularly effective for heavy rain.
In these image enhancement tasks, factors such as the varied size and shape of snowflakes and irregular trajectory make snow removal from the image even more challenging. Liu et al. [7] designed DesnowNet to deal with this problem, and it has proved to be effective experimentally.
In order to solve the snow removal problem, this paper proposes a novel method -composition generative adversarial networks (CGAN), which can effectively remove the snowflakes in the image under different snow particle sizes (see Figure 1) .
The contribution of this paper are as follows: 1) This paper proposed a novel snow removal algorithm based on generative adversarial networks (GAN) called CGAN. The CGAN include generator network and discriminator network. 2) In the generator network, we use the new structure based on encoder-decoder architecture, it consists of clean background module and snow mask estimate module. 3) We develop an up-to-date loss function based on least squares loss, mean absolute error (MAE) loss and composition loss.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly review the existing deep-learning based single image snow removal algorithms, and the development of GAN. 
A. SINGLE IMAGE SNOW REMOVAL
Single image snow removal is used to restore a clear image from a snowy image which is corrupted by snowflakes. This relationship can be formulated by [7] 
where I represents snowy images, A is the clear image, m is the snow masks, J is the chromatic aberration map, and denotes element-wise multiplication. Due to the success of convolutional neural networks (CNN) in classification and recognition [8] - [10] , it has been applied in the snow removal. Liu et al. [7] proposed a network architecture called DesnowNet based on a multistage convolutional neural network. It first estimates the snow mask and aberration map by CNN, then uses a conventional method to recover clear images. However, DesnowNet has poor robustness to real world snowy images. Thus, we present a novel method for snow removal.
B. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
To generate realistic-looking images, in 2014, Goodfellow et al. [11] proposed the GAN framework. GAN consists of a generator network and a discriminator network.
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The generator network is used to generate image from input image and the discriminator network aims to distinguish whether the generated image is from real data or the generator network. However, GAN is not stable in the training process and often produces artifacts such as noise and color shift in the generated images [12] . Arjovsky et al. [12] discussed the difficulties in GAN training caused by JS divergence approximation and proposed to use the Earth-Mover's (also called Wasserstein-1) distance W(q, p). Furthermore, Mao et al. [13] proposed the least squares generative adversarial networks (LSGANs) which adopt the least squares loss function for the discriminator to overcome mode collapse, vanishing gradient, etc. in the training process.
Recently, GAN has received increased attention. It has been applied to different image-to-image translation problems, such as style transfer [14] , [15] , photo enhancement [16] , super resolution [17] , and others [18] - [20] .
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we introduce the network architecture of the CGAN including the generator and the discriminator. In the following, we present loss function in details and show the results of the snow mask estimate module.
A. GENERATOR NETWORK
The generator network architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 . It consists of two modules, the clean background module and the snow mask estimate module. The purpose of the clean background module is to learn the clean image from input snowy image, and snow mask estimate module aims to generate the snow mask from input snowy image, then use the constructed snowy image as the self-supervised information to guide the backpropagation.
1) CLEAN BACKGROUND MODULE
The clean background module is used to generate a clear image from an input snowy image. The proposed generator network as shown in Table 1 contains an encoding process and a decoding process. The encoding process is mainly based on the down-sampling operations and the decoding process mainly uses the up-sampling operations.
2) SNOW MASK ESTIMATE MODULE
The snow mask estimate module is a pre-trained model and it is used to generate snow mask from an input snowy image. The proposed snow mask estimate module as shown in Figure 3 contains five strided convolution blocks, nine residual blocks (ResBlock) [21] and four transposed convolution blocks. Each ResBlock consists of a convolution layer, an instance normalization layer [22] , and a ReLU activation layer [23] . Dropout [24] with probability of 0.5 is added to the generator after the first convolution layer in each ResBlock [21] . The sample results of the snow mask estimate module as shown in Figure 4 . The loss function of pre-trained snow mask estimate module can be written as:
where N stand for the number of training images, x is the input snowy image, z is the corresponding snow mask and function M( ) is used to generate snow mask.
B. DISCRIMINATOR NETWORK
The discriminator network is used to classify whether a pair of images is real (1) or fake (0). The proposed discriminator network as shown in Figure 5 contains a heap of convolutional layers, where each convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalization layer and LeakyReLU activation layer. The last layer of the discriminator network is a sigmoid function, which outputs the probability of the input image pair to be real or fake.
C. LOSS FUNCTION
We formulate the loss function as the weighted sum of least squares loss [13] , MAE loss and composition loss as:
1) LEAST SQUARES LOSS
Most of the papers related to GANs, use vanilla GANs objective as a loss. However, we find that the CGAN using this loss is not able to remove the snow well and also product some artifacts and color shift on generated snowy images. As shown in the following, the quantitative results (Table 3) indicate that only using vanilla GANs objective does not generate clear images. Therefore, we use least squares loss as the critic function. the loss is calculated as the following:
where x is the input snowy image, y denotes the ground truth snow-free image, C( ) is the function of generate clean image and D( ) is the function of discriminator, the setting of a and b which represents the labels indicating whether the sample is real will be described in section IV (B).
2) MAE LOSS
The benefit of using MAE loss is that it encourages the clean background module to generate images which are closer to ground truth images. The MAE loss between ground-truth snow-free image y and the generated snow-free image C(x) is given by: 
3) COMPOSITION LOSS
In order to remove the artifacts and color shift of the generated snowy image, we introduce composition loss helps to minimize pixel-level differences between input snowy image x and composition of the generated clean image C(x) and estimated snow mask M(x), which is defined as: 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce the dataset and training details of our method. In the following, this paper further analyzes and discuss the effect of the proposed algorithm including the discriminator architecture and loss function. Finally, we discuss the application of the proposed method.
A. DATASET
In this study, a large-scale dataset named Snow100K 2 [7] was used for testing and training. It consisted of 1) 100,000 synthesized snowy images, 2) the corresponding snow-free images, and 3) snow masks. The snow-free images were captured using Flickr API [25] . To synthesize snow images, Liu et al. [7] use Photoshop to create 5,800 masks. Each mask contained snowflakes of different shapes. Corresponding examples are shown in Figure 6 and the number of training and testing set introduced in Table 2 .
B. TRAINING DETAILS
We train the network on an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. The proposed method is implemented using the TensorFlow 1.10.0 [26] and Python 3.6.0. Each layer of the proposed generator network consists of a convolution, instance normalization [22] and LeakyReLU. All the training images are resized to 256 × 256. We set the parameters of batch-size, initial learning rate for Adam, and momentum to 1, 0.0002, and 0.5, respectively. Training stage stops at 200 epochs. The parameters are initialized as follows: α = 1, β = 50, γ = 50, a = 1, b = 0. As same as vanilla GAN, the generator network and the discriminator network are alternately updated. 
C. EFFECT OF THE LOSS FUNCTION IN CGAN
Introduction through section III, we advance a new loss function, which consists of least squares loss, MAE loss and composition loss. In the following, this paper will demonstrate the validity of this loss function through experiments.
1) ADVERSARIAL LOSS VS. LEAST SQUARES LOSS
In order to confirm the effectiveness of least squares loss, we train the least squares loss [13] and adversarial loss [11] under the same network and use average PSNR and SSIM to evaluate the results separately. It can be seen in Table 2 that the least squares loss function gets higher PSNR value. Therefore, the proposed algorithm uses least squares loss.
2) EFFECT OF THE COMPOSITION LOSS
In order to verify the effectiveness of our loss function, we experimented different loss functions under the same condition. It can be seen in Table 3 results generated by CGAN with different architecture of discriminator network, 70 × 70 PatchGAN discriminator generates better results. The other is able to remove some snowflakes, but the recovered images still contain snow partials and some artifacts. Therefore, the proposed discriminator network use 70 × 70 PatchGAN architecture.
E. APPLICATION
To provide further evidence that our image enhancement could be beneficial for computer vision recognition, we employ YOLO-V3 [27] to test our method. The results are shown in Figure 9 . As can be seen, using our output image, the general recognition is better than the one without our image enhancement process.
V. COMPARISON
In this section, we compare our approach with the other state-of-the-art methods on synthetic dataset and real-world snowy images.
A. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
We compare quantitative performance of different methods on the test images from the synthetic snowy image dataset, Table 4 . It can be clearly observed that the proposed method is able to achieve superior quantitative performance.
B. REAL IMAGE SNOW REMOVAL
The snow removal effect of the proposed method was evaluated using five real-world snow scene images. The removal outcomes are presented in Figure 10 . The snow removal results of DesnowNet [7] show that the first and second images were over-processed. In the second image, the distant lights were removed as snowflakes by DesnowNet. However, snow was not completely removed in the other three images. Our method led to clearer visual representations than DesnowNet did. As seen in the first image, our method yielded more refined processing results.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce a novel deep learning snow removal algorithm based on GAN. Our approach was fully different from existing snow removal methods which focus on estimating the snow mask and aberration map from the input snowy image and then use conventional method to recover clear image. To generate better results, we have proposed a multistage network including clean background module and snow mask estimate module, therefore, it can capture more useful information. We further modify the basic GAN formulation by advancing new loss function to generate clear images. The proposed method performs favorably against several state-of-the-art methods on both synthetic dataset and real-world snowy images. 
